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Children's literature

Advantages of using stories in FLT and CLIL

Practical examples: stories  and CLIL lessons

for pre-primary and primary schools

(Content and Language Integrated Learning)

(from the  Teacher's Guide on CLIL Methodology in Primary Schools , 
Vol. 2)

Introduction
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Subject Area                           Module                    Lessons         Year

Science                        The world of plants                      3                2/3

The world of animals                   3                2/3

Geography                 The world around us                     3               3/4

Maths                         The world of numbers                   3                 5

The world of shapes                       3                 4

and units

Advantages of using stories and nursery rhymes in FLT
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English Planet

Una Giornata a New York

Hannah e il Tesoro dell’Elfo

Collana GIUNTI JUNIOR
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.

Children's literature:

Oral literature (fairy tales, nursery rhymes)

Written literature ( picturebooks, graded readers)

Storybooks for children often use narrative features that are typical 
of oral literature: cumulative content and language, repetitive 
structures, rhyming words and alliterations. If children are used to 
listening to and recite nursery rhymes, they can familiarize more easily 
with the narrative features of contemporary stories.

Children's  literature and its genres
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“Nothing can be as enriching and satisfying to child and adult alike 
as the folk fairy tale.” (Bettelheim)

“Non smettete mai di raccontare le favole... nelle favole cè la vita!”

(Clara Sanches) 

Stories and nursery rhymes:

- are  familiar ways of communication and raise motivation;

- develop positive attitudes towards FL learning and culture; 

- develop language abilities (listening and comprehension, speaking);

- develop children's learning strategies (paying attention to the context, using 
visual clues). 

Advantages of using stories and nursery rhymes in FLT
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“Stories are a way to map the world, to make sense of what is 
happening , to understand social reality” (Bruner)

In education Discipline e Campi d'esperienza are a way to map the
world, to make sense of what is happening , to understand the world 
around us.

Stories are a natural way to use CLIL

Nursery rhymes are the essence of popular culture and popular 
wisdom *

Advantages of using  nursery rhymes 
and stories in CLIL
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Examples of Nursery Rhymes and CLIL

Spring is showery, 

flowery,bowery;

Summer: hoppy, croppy, 

poppy;

Autumn: 

slippy,drippy,nippy;

Winter: breezy, sneezy, 

freezy.
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Seasons and weather

Is spring always showery?

Is summer always croppy?

Is autumn always slippy, 
drippy?

Is  winter always breezy, 
freezy?

- Observing the 
weather 
- Weather patterns
- Weather in different 
parts of Europe

Clil4 children lessons:

Geography: The World 
Around Us

Lesson 3: What’s the
Weather like Today?
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Linguistic objective

Vocabulary: weather words: hot, warm, cold, windy, foggy, cloudy,

stormy, sunny, rainy, in the north, in the south, in the west, in the

east

Linguistic objective

Skills: listening for specific information about the weather, writing the

weather forecast, describing weather conditions in different parts of

Europe (speaking)

Linguistic objective

Functions: talking about the weather and weather forecasts; What’s

the weather like?

Geography Lesson 3
Whats the weather like today? 
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Content objective

Students describe geographical directions, weather patterns, weather

forecast

Communication

Students exchange information to complete information gap tasks

Cognition

Students orientation on the map and ordering

Culture

Students learn about weather specific for different parts of Europe *

Lesson 3 What's the weather like today?
The 4Cs
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Nursery Rhymes and weather patterns

Rain, rain, go away,

Come again another day!

Little Sara wants to play!

Cold, cold, go away,

Come  again another day!

Sun, sun, go away...

Heat, heat, go away...

PRE-PRIMARY 

SCHOOL

Funny rhymes for  

weather patterns
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Seasons, countries, rhymes
Mainetto-Rodary School, Comenius 1

Autumn is here,

And leaves fall to the 

ground,

Red, orange, yellow 

and brown,

These colours are all 

around.
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Spring in Ireland
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Spring calendar*
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Linguistic objective

Vocabulary: soil, pot, make a hole, drop a seed, cover with soil,

pour water, sunlight.

Linguistic objective

Skills: Students follow instructions for an experiment.

Linguistic objective

Functions: students create text for pictures (source: picture book

by Helen Nicoll & Jan Pieńkowski: Meg’s Veg – online version

animation film).

Plants- Lesson 3
The growth of a plant
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Content objective

Students hypothesize about how a plant will grow; Students

plant and record growth of a plant through observation.

Communication

Students talk about the life cycle of plants.

Cognition

Perception: Students prepare a zigzag book to record the

changes observed in a growing plant; they hypothesize about

the growth of a plant.

The growth of a plant
The 4 Cs
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- Watch a video ( the parts of a plant) and mime

- Match pictures and words

- Grow a plant (sowing seeds)

- Make predictions and observe *

- Record the growth of a plant on a zigzag book

- Label pictures and create a story (group work)

- Read out their stories

- Watch Meg's veg (animation video)

- Practise the spells and create a growth spell

The growth of a plant
Activities
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Introduction

Questions Predictions Observations

How long will it take to 
grow a stem?

How long will it take to 
grow
leaves?

How long will it take to 
grow
flowers?

How big will it become?
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What's the distance between Bremen and...?

Look at the map of Germany and guess the distances

315 Km - 583 Km - 329 Km - 95 Km -

Bremen- Hamburg

Bremen – Berlin

Bremen- Munich

Bremen -Frankfurt

The Musicians of Bremen
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What's the distance between Bremen and...?

Bremen- Hamburg  95 Km

Bremen – Berlin  315 Km

Bremen- Munich  583 Km

Bremen -Frankfurt 329 km

And in miles?

The Musicians of Bremen
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Maths lesson 1
Metric vs customary units

Different ways 
to measure 
lenghts:

INCH      FOOT  
YARD      MILE

Inch was 
originally the 
distance 
between...

What do you use...

To measure the distance between two 

cities?

To say how tall a person is?

To measure the frame of a picture

To measure 6 sheets of paper?
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Godilocks and maths

PRIMARY SCHOOL

Units of weight

(1. GIUNTI online magazine-

CLIL4children BLOG:

Avventure e scoperte attraverso le 

storie

2. THE WORLD OF SHAPES AND 

UNITS

Lesson 3: Let's play, let's weigh!) 

PRE-PRIMARY 

SCHOOL

The bears' house and 

shapes

(in Scuola 

delI'nfanzia- Giunti 

Scuola)


